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Without End: Documents of Research
Research (noun)
1. The systematic investigation into and study of materials and sources in
order to establish facts and reach new conclusions.
Research (verb) [with object]
1.Investigate systematically (Oxford English Dictionary)1
Such a definition of research feels too linear: it does not seem to account
for the frenetic and labile nature of thought as it breaches the ‘new’. At
the time of writing, I feel caught in a metaphorical microcosm of all that
I wish to say about the experience of being in research. In this metaphor,
the empty white page is the gap in my discipline and the text is the ‘new’ I
wish to create. The gap is that space within which I begin to hear the whizz
and hum of the engine of thought. Its openness offers room for thought to
become profuse, to unfurl and populate.
Without a map for the new, the ends remain undisclosed: these
speculations multiply faster than logic can attend to. Thought does
not beget thought, but rather innumerable seductive possibilities. I am
piqued by all, and to think of the play of potentialities offered in this gap,
to constellate and cohere, to give form and reason to the new, to create
this text, my charge becomes a giddying thought. As with any research
endeavour I have undertaken thus far, there are so many ways this could
turn out: so many ways to constitute meaning and so many meanings that
could be constituted.
Yet, to say something, anything, one must be drawn from many, and the
giddy must become steadied. This is what Hélène Cixous refers to as ‘the
moment for cutting short’2, where a hundred sentences are suppressed for
one. It is the point where potentialities must be postponed or deferred.
There are a battery of thoughts, intrigues and insights, a tangle of
possibilities, either sitting outside this text or sleeping beneath it in the
palimpsest nature of its constitution. For this text, as with any output, more

is always omitted than submitted. As I am writing, I keep reluctant secrets
out of necessity rather than desire. Despite this, against desire, such action
is necessary to flesh out the body and substance of potential, an exchange
of riches to buy that moment of quietude and consolidation that finds
progress, direction, so the new may form.
In looking around me now, I find that to move from the giddy to the quiet
requires an act of exorcism. The space needed to allow these thoughts
and potentialities to operate and act out, to be indiscriminately curious of
each other, is too expansive to be observed internally. So, there is evidence
here of thought expressed materially – of the need to externalise thought,
to engage it, to handle it, remember it, so that it may be kneaded into a
semblance of form. Through externalisation, the drawing forth from the
capacity of the body, those sprawling speculations, shimmering questions,
alluring diversions, become material agents in the world of things. All those
contingencies, incompletes and bits-and-pieces I need but cannot carry,
are a glistening breadcrumb trail of interactions and fragments that allow
the process to continue ever deeper.
At my present point in the process, there has been a return, a recall to
one site of interaction I know well. This site is my desk. Notwithstanding
their standard stock build, there is something specific about a desk and its
ancillary components. Bruised with ink, blemished with coffee rings, this
desk bears witness to scuffles with the new. This computer has played upon
all vulnerability, participating in both the feat and folly of searching. This
chair, with its peeling arms, has been a support through nights of angst
and labour, of toil. There have been so many times that I have been lost
into these objects and these activities that our difference has blurred. To
enter this site, I feel my constitution shift; I exist somewhere between these
objects. The return to this interaction is awash with histories that recall their
loves, desires and ambitions to the present and inform what I am here to
do.
There is concurrence of this type of interaction in all the objects that
thought has brought me to. From the outset, there was one book that
I reached to out of instinct. We have collaborated so many times prior.

The words now tell of our combined narratives and, without knowing why,
there was the sense our story would continue here. But, beyond these
words the connection is as much about objecthood as it is content. The
book’s thumbed pages and battered corners expose the histories coming
together and our minimal degrees of separation. Having been studied at
length, the object itself speaks of the unformed and, as such, unutterable
decanted wonderings and agitations: that enactive mode of being that can
be reclaimed through proximity. It points to the effect of rapt absorption,
of touch and time, where thought and being have been enfolded in
the interaction. It points to the kinship with the object as a ‘thought
companion’3.
This kinship is enshrined in the fragment, the fleeting moments of lucidity,
scribbled, scrawled or scattered around various apparatus of thought. To
my left, the notebook is open; there are pages of notes, free-wheeling
thoughts in anticipation of writing this text. At points of hesitation, I return
to pages with everything from words to sentences to paragraphs, from
nodes on mind maps to multiple draft structures. The lineage of material
thinking exits the page and rises before me onto the wall into an array of
post-it notes. Their mobility allows constellations to gather and loosen as
the thinking of the text mutates. Following the trajectory brings me back
down to the desk, to the highlighted and annotated texts within which I
have sought both the ignition and salience of speculations. In the middle,
the current text.
All these fragments lock their generative thought into their physical
condition. Their material condition is important for ‘the term ‘‘material’’
describes […] substances that are always subject to change’4. In being
incomplete in both condition and content, understood as material, all
these artefacts of thought beckon further enactive treatment. Through this,
I am able to move backwards and forwards in time through the notebook.
I can feel the reach of drawing a straggling post-it note back into the
constellation. I can be detained by the fluorescent glare of a highlight.
In working with materials, I am offered the opportunity to be involved in
the process: picking up/internalise thought(s), putting down/externalising
thoughts(s). The rub creates the submissions and omissions in the fusion of

thoughts into an idea. As one highlight reads:
‘This restlessness creates the subject through coalescence, coagulation and
coordination, here moving swiftly, there moving slowly.’ 5
Coalescing ideas, thicker and denser than thought, fall to the middle; the
form of the new that comes to be the text.
And thus, the text is cut short …
…but outside the text, encased in these objects, shot through these
fragments, the materials to which I have entrusted my thoughts remain
vibrant: the documents of research in potentia.
(Endnotes)
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This text was first published on the London School of Economics and Political Science blog: Materiality of Research.
(blogs.lse.ac.uk/lsereviewofbooks/category/materiality-of-research/)
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Dr. Claire Allen

Senior Lecturer, English & Creative Writing, the University of Northampton
Document: Annotated Text Book
Peter Ackroyd’s London: The Biography is one of the first texts I was
working with at the beginning of my Ph.D. I remember seeing it in a
Waterstones bookstore in Bloomsbury, following one of my first supervisory
meetings at the British Library. The process of wondering through the
streets and the bookshops of my subject matter somehow felt like part of
my research, and at the beginning of the process I thought the writings of
Ackroyd was going to be integral. I wrote two draft chapters on his work,
but the direction of the thesis changed, and though the London setting
remained significant, Ackroyd’s texts, like the streets of the city itself,
became more thresholds for wider theoretical engagement, as opposed to
subject matter. In the final thesis I refer to Ackroyd seventeen times. Yet,
this copy of London: The Biography reminds me of the many hours spent
meandering not only through the city streets, or the many and the various
literary representations, but also the more general various lines of enquiry,
as I considered and reconsidered many approaches, eventually working
through to map the literature of the city in my own way.
One of the first skills we learn as literary scholars is that of ‘active reading’
as we create our own text almost symbiotically with the primary reading.
This document, of me learning about my subject, and how to be a literary
scholar, reminds me of the on-going process and evolution of my research
methods.
Thankfully, the many hours of work which didn’t make the final Ph.D. went
on to inform the design of the undergraduate module, ‘Urban Visions’.
Positioning the module guide alongside Ackroyd’s text reminds me of
the process of a Ph.D. in literature, in that many different thoughts are
explored, until a very select and defined approach is finally decided on.
Thankfully, rejected work can often find a different life beyond the thesis,
and is, after all, a necessary part of the process.
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Debbie Bailey

Postgraduate Research Student
Document: Flip Chart Page
I’m studying for my Ph.D. part-time as well as having a busy job as head
teacher of a special school for pupils with social, emotional and mental
health difficulties. The flip chart and its stand live in my dining room at
home and gets scribbled on as I pass it during the course of the day. I find
it a really useful way of recording the process of my thinking. It helps me to
remember what I was thinking and why.
I’ve used a flip chart in my office at school for a number of years and find
it helpful as a visual reminder of my to-do list or as a temporary record
of a problem-solving conversation with a member of staff. It quite often
happens that a member of staff will come and look back at the flip chart
from a couple of weeks ago to remind themselves of how we worded
something or how we calculated a particular set of numbers. I think the
temporary nature of the flip chart helps to free my thinking, it’s not as
concrete as typing it up or writing it in a note-book.
I started to use a flip chart for my research after I got really “stuck” trying to
finalise my research question. My supervisor suggested I got hold of some
A3 paper and coloured pens and just wrote down lots of different options.
The flip chart was even bigger than A3 paper so I could write more and add
arrows / highlights / extra comments. Using different coloured pens helps
me to categorise my thoughts and make links between various topics.
The flip chart stand is not a particularly beautiful item of furniture to have
in my home, but I think I might actually miss it when the research process is
complete.
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Francis Blore

Postgraduate Research Student
Document: Mind-Map (Apophenia)
Sometimes research feels to large to contain within, and there is a need
for a release. Being in research seems to be a process of consumption,
congregation and connexion: ideas are brought in; they swim in thought
and begin to rub/adhere. Yet, there are always too many ideas, too many
thoughts for any piqued interest. For this reason (for me at least), the
internal agency can feel busy and urgent as it sorts through the options.
Variant possibilities and potentials present themselves as tiny explosions:
flashes that can fade as quickly as they appear. All the bits and pieces
cohering and falling apart. The ‘could be(s)’, ‘might be(s)’ ‘if(s)’ and ‘then(s)’,
the desired and distracting, all pressure, form and fold.
In trying to find my Ph.D., I have seen it’s thought(s) in so many forms and
pointing to so many places. Due to it’s perpetual evolution, it seems many
of these forms and places have passed through me, some lost to the
ingress/egress motion of memory. However, at other times these forms are
arrested to the page. The white space becomes a site in which I feel able
to let the ideas I am carrying fall, without order or design. Once the ideas
rest on the page there follows a renewed sense of lightness with which I am
able to move in, around and through them.
Allowing thought a materiality is the way I am able to steady the whirligig,
to see the process at work and find my way through. The mind-map (or
possibly ‘dump’) is just one means to make research manageable and
memorable, external and embedded, tactile and visible.
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Dr. Ian Broadley

Senior Trackside Aerodynamicist, Sahara Force India F1 Team
Document: Front Wing and Nose Assembly/Live Data
The front wing and nose assembly is from a VJM07 Sahara Force India
F1 Team race car which was used during the 2014 season and for winter
testing at the start of 2015. A formula one race car is constantly evolving
– not only from year to year or through a season but also through a race
weekend as the car setup is optimised for specific tracks. To understand
and develop the race car a vast number of sensors are used to gather data
whilst the car is on the track and this data is transmitted live via telemetry to
Engineers in the garage as well as being relayed to a ‘Mission Control’ back
at the factory. The live data is analysed in real time using ATLAS software
enabling quick decisions to be made on how the car is performing relative
to expectation and to other competitors. To assess the performance
of the front wing the pressure field needs to be analysed. This requires
pressure tappings to be installed in key areas of the wing and piped back
to a pressure sensor module installed in the component so the real-time
pressure field can be seen in ATLAS. This data is also used to correlate the
other tools used to develop the race car (CFD and wind tunnel for the front
wing) to further enhance its performance and thus the whole car can be
thought of as a ‘document of research’.
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Chris Daubney
Artist

Document: Various documents from previous performances: single-channel
HD video; and Tricoflex silicone tubing threaded with XLR cables and two
microphones
The artist performs notions of power, ritual, conspicuous production and
political subjectivity by way of objects, sound, electricity, time and the
body. The installation brings a concrete mixer and a consumer exercise
machine together in an unexpected and absurd spectacle, which hints at
a misplaced domestic mise en scène. An electrical time switch terminal
automates and actuates power to the objects several times every hour for
the duration of an exhibition. When operational, the artist begins stacking
ceramic plates on the vibrating plate. The plates are free to fall from the
machine. At the end of each operational period, residue from the event
remains and the artist collects any unbroken plates in readiness for the next
performance. For the duration of the exhibition, the microphones inserted
into the cement mixer drum deteriorate and the number of plates stacked
on to the exercise machine decreases. As a result, the sound produced
during the performance degenerates over time.
Opposite: Christopher Daubney, Humanity is Still a Work in Process [“Siss
Phuss”] / [Immaterial Production Within the Belly of The Beast], 2017.
Performance. Fresh, University of Northampton. Photograph: courtesy of
the artist.
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Ryan Everitt
Artist

Document: Line Drawing
This collection of line drawings forms an experimental representational
archive of analogue time. This is in relation to the notion of perceiving it
as a concept, and as a tangible medium, within ones own perception of
their analogue trace. The premise of work, thus far, has been to experiment
with said perception with the physical task of making a lasting mark onto
a surface. While perceiving the passing of objective linear time, namely
through the tumultuous ticking of the analogue clock, offers a record
of ones own time spent. Therefore, the object of the drawings at this
primitive stage of development – within the engagement of the process
and narrative – was to set and follow a basic set of marshalling rules that
coordinated with the ontologies of the analogue, and transfer them into
the act of ‘making a mark’. The reasoning behind the astatic and practical
execution of the drawings is to represent the nonsensical and paradoxical
fundamentals of times linearity. Each mark is a physical trace implemented
with pen or pencil, with the attempt to capture a lasting memento of
the time that has fleeted with its own creation. As a result, presenting a
paradox within its own creation, thus playing homage to the true nature of
the analogue. Starting from one end and progressing to the other – ending
with the completion of the drawing – one is presented with a non-image
of complication that is situated between an instantaneous moment, and
a durational event. Simultaneously being read as both, demonstrating
the analogue times paradoxical and nonsensical nature of falsification in
regards to linearity.
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Meghann Hillier-Broadley
Postgraduate Research Student

Document: iPhone ‘Notes’ Application
These screenshots are taken from the ‘Notes’ section on my iPhone and act
as a retrospective narrative of my research development within my thesis.
The notes also depict a subplot of ideas which have come to fruition in
conference papers, conversations and research yet to be undertaken.
The notes have often been written as I am walking my dog, allowing
myself the opportunity to ruminate and digest current writing, reading or
planning. They are often short as I aim to record the essence of an idea
in a few words as I am juggling phone, dog and pathway obstacles. As a
result, words are often misspelt, abbreviated, and unpunctuated.
The ‘Notes’ application essentially serves as a digital document which is
accessible on several devices as it hovers in the ether of the cloud, awaiting
addition or edit.
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Flower Jubber
Artist

Document: Torn Pages
WHAT:
Working documents on A5 papers torn out of my unused daily diary.
WHY:
The handwritten notes, which I pasted onto my studio walls were useful
within my practice of collage-making as initially they helped me to keep
a clear head. The act of writing painted a clear picture of small tasks that
needed doing, in order to accomplish the huge outcome of presenting
an exhibition for a module which counted for a substantial portion of my
degree.
As there are multifaceted layers of work hidden within collage-work I
needed visual reminders of the activities I needed to engage in as stepping
stones to accomplishing the final show. These tasks changed from time to
time, and sometimes due to necessity, were also repeated. Hence I wrote
the notes as and when I needed them, which happened more in the first
third of the work, tapering off towards the end of the production time.
When I first embarked on producing artwork for this exhibition module, it
all seemed extremely daunting. The notes assisted in putting my jumbled
ideas and thoughts into some sort of sequence which then translated into
action. These notes were a device for me to cope with the workload before
me and to see how it could actually be done. Without these documents I
might have lacked direction and clarity. It was as if the notes spoke to me
and told me what to do.
The result was that I was able to focus, instead of turning and running away
from all the pressure.
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Prof. Matthew McCormack

Professor of History, the University of Northampton
Document: Handwritten Notes
Handwritten notes may not appear to be that interesting, although they
are becoming rarer as scholars increasingly take notes on electronic
devices. When I visit archives, however, I still prefer to take notes by hand,
partly for convenience but also as I find it more pleasant and conducive
to reflection. Archives usually require that you take notes in pencil, as pen
can permanently damage documents. These particular notes were taken at
the Lewis Walpole Library in rural Connecticut, where I was a visiting fellow
in 2008. This library is now linked to Yale University, but it was originally a
private collection, assembled in the early twentieth century by a wealthy
couple who were enthusiastic about the Georgian period. In order to
protect their valuable collections of eighteenth-century books and prints,
the archive requires readers to take notes on their own garish yellow paper,
with a hole in the middle so they can easily check that you haven’t tried to
smuggle out a Gillray. It is also American-size, so I have to keep my Lewis
Walpole notes in a separate folder to my usual A4 ones – a reminder of an
enjoyable month of research a decade ago.
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Prof. Jeff Ollerton

Professor of Biodiversity, the University of Northampton
Document: Analogue Photographs
During the period that scientific research has been a human endeavour
the physical documents associated with that research have changed
enormously in terms of both their format and their transmission. From the
Sixteenth to the Nineteenth Centuries researchers would have hand written
their text and produced drawings prior to having them hand delivered
to a publisher. Technological developments such as the typewriter and
photography changed these practices to some extent, but it was not until
the 1990s that digital technology started to become commonplace enough
to affect the day-to-day procedures by which scientific documents are
created and transmitted for publication.
This set of photographs, stuck onto card and arranged to reflect their
layout on the printed page represent the last time that I submitted
physical photographs with a hard copy of a manuscript (in triplicate!) to
a journal. This was in 2003. The expectation of researchers since then is
that documents and illustrations will mainly be produced, and certainly
transmitted, digitally. The route from writing to publication is mapped in
bytes and electricity rather than glue and paper.
My education and professional career has spanned a profound period
of change: the project report I produced as part of my HND in 1987 was
hand written; the final year dissertation for my BSc in 1989 was typed on
an electric typewriter; my Ph.D. in 1993 was word processed on a desktop
computer. Although printing hard copies of documents is now easier
than ever (and the “paperless office” is not so much myth as irony) the
production of hard copy, such as these photographs, at an earlier stage in
research is a thing of the past. I can’t say that I miss it but I’m glad to have
experienced it.
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James Smith
Artist

Document: Miscellaneous
Two Tools.
Every now and again mistakes are made, silly things, usually through a lack
of concentration on the Back and Foregrounds, on a few occasions this
unwittingly highlights the second most important and unsung tool in my
armoury, the car.
Other Tools.
Assistant, Books, Bubble level, Changing bag and or room, Chewing gum,
Chocolate, Compass, Conversation, Dark slides, Dark Cloth, Dustin Bags,
Elastic bands, Film, Flask, Galleries, Google Maps, Gore-Tex clothing, Hard
drives, High Viz jacket, ID, iPhone (Camera, Calculator, Clock, Compass,
Maps,) Lens Cloth, Light Meter, Loop, Flextight Scanner, Macintosh
computers, Marker pen, Tape (Black, Electrical & Elephant), Technicians
(Mounting, Gallery, Processing, Post production, Printing, Scanning,), Time
to think, Tripod (plus spare plate), OS Maps, Photoshop, Walking boots,
Weather reports.
Opposite: Two Tools 003, 2012
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Dr. Craig Staff

Reader in Fine Art, the University of Northampton
Document: Type-copy transcript of the first trial of the death of Emmett Till,
September 1955
When shown as part of the Whitney Biennial in New York in 2017,
Dana Schutz’s painting of 2016 Open Casket engendered a degree of
controversy. Based on a photograph of Emmett Till, a 14-year-old African
American boy who was murdered by two white men in 1955, many critics
denounced the inclusion of this painting on the grounds that, amongst
other things, it “transmute[d] Black suffering into profit and fun…” As I’m
currently researching contemporary painting’s relationship to historical
moments, Schutz’s painting has particular resonance. In order to begin to
understand Schutz’s painting, I began by researching the events that took
place in 1955. Although some could argue that the transcript of the court
proceedings where two suspects were tried for the murder (and eventually
acquitted) is only tangentially connected to a painting that was made in
2016, as a document it provided an invaluable insight into those events
and, amongst other things, the social mores of the time. From there, I could
then begin to consider the place of Schutz’s image today, an image based
on a photograph that was taken 63 years ago.
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Roy Wallace

Senior Lecturer, Media Production, the University of Northampton
Document: Video Essay
This research project explores key concepts in documentary production
using a practice-based approach that informs a critical analysis of three
DIY underground punk scenes in Northern Ireland, United Kingdom and
Belgium.
The research aims, and objectives help critically understand areas of underrepresented academic research in the fields of both documentary and
subcultural studies. The research materials are an important contribution
to the body of emerging scholarly work and global networks which are
working to document the history and activities of various global punk
scenes which has a cultural significance given the post millennial interest
around punk that the research acknowledges
The implications of my research for critical thinking around documentary
focus on supporting a potential shift from the traditional distanced
reflective analysis of documentary text toward a more unified ‘autocritical’
reflexive awareness of theory/practice relationships and documentary
production. The limitation to generalisation suggests that, the research
findings and conclusion is focused on the DIY punk scene and DIY
approached to documentary production. While some of the observations
and arguments are transferable there exist recognised limitations in the
research to broader definitions of punk, subculture and documentary
production.
The research has revealed radical changes in the technical, organisational,
and conventions of documentary production. It has also highlighted key
changes in areas of accessibility and affordability regarding the practical
means of documentary production. The research also indicates the recent
emergence of ‘embedded critical thinking’ as central to new forms of
academic documentary practice identifying a proliferation of archive
materials around punk subcultures which previously did not publicly exist
and mainly through use of online social media distribution/networking via
various platforms. Finally, the emergence of an anti-capitalist protest as
‘post millennial chic’ around punk in mainstream global cultures.
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